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of synapses, motile spines, and re-routing of axonal branches in the developing and adult
brain. Some forms of structural plasticity do not follow Hebbian- or anti-Hebbian paradigms
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of plasticity but rather appear to contribute to the homeostasis of network activity. Four

Structural Plasticity

decades of lesion studies have brought up a wealth of data on the mutual interdependence of

Lesion-induced plasticity

neuronal activity, neurotransmitter release and neuronal morphogenesis and network

Experience-dependent plasticity

formation. Here, we review these former studies on structural plasticity in the context of

Synaptic rewiring

recent experimental studies. We compare spontaneous and experience-dependent

Homeostasis

structural plasticity with lesion-induced (reactive) structural plasticity that occurs during

Activity-dependent neurite

development and in the adult brain. Understanding the principles of neural network

outgrowth

reorganization on a structural level is relevant for a deeper understanding of long-term

Development

memory formation as well as for the treatment of neurological diseases such as stroke.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.

Introduction

Many studies about neural plasticity focus on Hebbian
synaptic plasticity (Hebb, 1949) such as long-term potentiation
(LTP) and depression (LTD) (extensively reviewed in Malenka
and Bear, 2004; LTP is most recently reviewed in Raymond,
2007, and LTD in Massey and Bashir, 2007) or, with LTP and
LTD combined, as spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP;
recently reviewed in Wörgötter and Porr, 2005 and Dan and
Poo, 2006). Theoretically, this concept of plasticity considers
synapses as variable amplification factors (synaptic strengths)
within a hardwired network structure. In contrast to any
forms of functional plasticity that change synaptic strengths
without changing the anatomical connectivity between neurons, structural plasticity comprises changes in synapse
numbers, axonal fibre densities, axonal and dendritic branching patterns, synaptic connectivity patterns, and even neuronal cell numbers (for a definition of terms see Fig. 1). Changes
in the synaptic wiring scheme of a neural network arise from
deleting (Wolff et al., 1989; Bastrikova et al., 2008) and/or
forming new synapses (Kalisman et al., 2005; Knott et al.,
2006). Moreover, synaptic rewiring can result from retraction
and reformation of dendritic spines (Trachtenberg et al., 2002)
and re-routing of axonal branches within cortical columns (De
Paola et al., 2006). Even entirely new anatomic connections
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can be established under certain circumstances (Merzenich et
al., 1983; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994, 1995), as involved in
the recovery from lesions of the nervous system, such as after
stroke (Nudo, 2007). Not only for experimentalists, but also for
theoreticians, structural plasticity raises a wealth of interesting issues, and also offers potential computational properties
(Verzi et al., 2005) that can be tested experimentally (Poirazi
and Mel, 2001; Stepanyants et al., 2002; Chklovskii et al., 2004).
That synaptic connectivity patterns may change as a result
of structural plasticity was first observed by lesion experiments in adult brains in the late 1960s (Raisman, 1969). An
important finding was that chemical neurotransmitters not
only act as mediators of the bioelectrical activity but also act as
neurotrophic factors. As Wolff et al. (1978) first described, the
application of GABA evoked the formation of vacant postsynaptic spines that are not bound to a presynaptic element.
Thus, neurotransmitters can initiate or suppress axonal and
dendritic outgrowth (Wolff and Wagner, 1983; reviewed in
Mattson, 1988; Wolff et al., 1993), spinogenesis (Shi et al., 1999;
Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999; Richards et al., 2005) and synaptogenesis (Chang et al., 1991; Toni et al., 1999; Lamprecht and
LeDoux, 2004). Neurotransmitters may influence neurite outgrowth by changing the postsynaptic membrane potential,
which then, via voltage-depend calcium channels (or directly
via ligand-dependent calcium channels) leads to modified

Fig. 1 – Mechanisms of structural plasticity. There are different paradigms of plasticity that can be distinguished. We define that all
kinds of mechanisms that change the strength of a single synapse are called functional plasticity throughout this paper. a) These
mechanisms may include insertion or removal of postsynaptic receptors, changing the presynaptic release of transmitters or
changing the thickness of the synapse (Axons are drawn in gray.). By contrast, every changing of the anatomical connectivity
between neurons is defined as structural plasticity. b) Mechanisms causing structural plasticity are the increasing of multiple
contact synapses between the same pairs of axons and dendrites leading to a structural doubling of enhanced synapses (Toni et al.,
1999). Moreover, the expression of new axonal varicosities and terminals (here referred to as presynaptic offers or elements) or
spinogenesis, the protrusion of new spines (postsynaptic offers/elements) gives rise to synaptogenesis — the formation of novel
synapses. The formation of pre- and postsynaptic offers can, in turn, be associated with the outgrowth and branching of axons and
dendrites, respectively. Accordingly, the retraction of axonal and dendritic branches may cause the loss of synaptic elements. The
degeneration of pre- or postsynaptic elements may entail the loss of a synapse if the synaptic element was bound in a synapse
before. c) Synaptic rewiring – meaning the retraction of a pre- or postsynaptic element from its target and the subsequent turnover
to a different target in reach – constitutes a certain form of structural plasticity as, in this case, the formation of a new synapse
depends on the deletion of an existing synapse. Synaptic rewiring is probably the most important feature of structural plasticity as
adds further degrees of freedom for changing synaptic connectivity. Due to the condition that the synaptic element that forms a
new synapse was bind in a different synapse before, synaptic rewiring can probably not be described in terms of any types of
Hebbian synapse plasticity — making structural plasticity really phenomenologically different from functional plasticity. d) In a
wider sense, neurogenesis either during ontogeny or within the adult hippocampal dentate gyrus belongs to structural plasticity as
it constitutes the beginning of all anatomical changes in synaptic connectivity.
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intracellular calcium concentrations (Lipton and Kater, 1989).
Calcium influx following postsynaptic activation influences
growth cone behaviour at the tip of the axon or dendrite (Kater
et al., 1988, 1989; Kater and Guthrie, 1989, 1990; Kater et al.,
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1990; Jourdain et al., 2003). Wolff and Wagner (1983) already
recognized from lesioning studies at the cervical ganglion of
cats that activity-dependent structural plasticity at the cellular
and neural circuit level under certain conditions tends to
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restore the homeostasis of the neural system (homeostatic
plasticity) — a concept which is today re-addressed merely in
the context of functional plasticity i.e. by synaptic scaling
(Turrigiano and Nelson, 2000; Turrigiano, 2007).
The main idea that guides this review is that activity is
crucial for governing structural plasticity in so far as neurons
tend to maintain their homeostasis. We will show that
structural plasticity, under pathological as well as physiological conditions, offers additional degrees of freedom as
compared with functional plasticity for ensuring homeostasis.
In this review, we distinguish between reactive structural
plasticity, which occurs after pharmacological or surgical
interventions at the peripheral or central nervous system,
and spontaneous and experience-dependent structural plasticity, which occurs normally during development or in the
adult brain. This distinction is not sharp because, for example,
lesions (i.e. of the retina) can alter experience, while changes in
experience (i.e. isolated rearing) may produce effects similar to
those seen after a lesion in transmitter systems. We further
regard (adult) neurogenesis as one form of structural plasticity,
since it changes the number of cells in the network.
The structure of this review is as follows. First, we address
structural plasticity as it occurs naturally in the developing
nervous system and show how experience affects this
plasticity. We then consider how lesion-induced (i.e., reactive)
structural plasticity interferes with neural development, for
example with the development of the circuitry of thalamocortical networks or even with the projection of far reaching
meso-cortical and meso-limbic transmitter systems (e.g.,
dopamine). A second main topic is structural plasticity in the
mature nervous system, again divided into structural changes
occurring naturally (or in an experience-dependent manner)
and those that are triggered by lesioning. We then review the
crucial involvement of neuronal activity in governing structural plasticity, and the possible role of structural plasticity in
learning. Finally, (adult) neurogenesis is discussed in its
capability of inducing a whole range of other forms of
structural plasticity, including neurite outgrowth, synapse
formation, and synaptic rewiring. Throughout this review,
results ranging from early lesioning studies up to recent in vivo
time lapse imaging are integrated.

2.

Occurrence of structural plasticity

Besides immunohistochemical techniques, electron microscopy was for very long the only technique for observing
synaptic and subsynaptic structures. Nowadays, microscopic
imaging techniques (Figs. 2a,b) even in vivo by confocal and twophoton laser imaging enable visualization of the dynamics of
synapse formation and synaptic reorganization (Denk et al.,
1990). Still, it is worth to consider previous anatomical studies.
In particular, Gallyas-staining (Gallyas et al., 1980) enabled the
quantitative assessment of the time course of structural
plasticity in terms of synaptic rewiring (Figs. 2c,d) in a wide
range of anatomical regions after lesions (Holzgraefe et al.,
1981), during ontogeny (Teuchert-Noodt, 1989; Teuchert-Noodt
et al., 1991; Teuchert-Noodt and Dawirs et al., 1996) and
associated with adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Keller et al.,
2000; Butz et al., 2008). (For an anatomical reference for the

location of the occurrence of lysosomal processes in the
hippocampal dentate gyrus, see TIMM fibre staining image in
Fig. 2f.) Electron microscopy of Gallyas-stained ultra-thin
sections (Fig. 2e) revealed selective staining of secondary
(cyto-)lysosomes located in degrading axon terminals (Teuchert-Noodt, 1989; Teuchert-Noodt et al., 1991; Dawirs et al.,
1992, 1996). This technique, in contrast to changes in synapse
markers such as like synaptophysin or gap43, more directly
indicates synaptic rewiring (Wolff et al., 1989; Wolff and Missler,
1992, 1993; Missler et al., 1993a, 1993b). It is beyond the scope of
this review to give a complete methodological overview.

2.1.

Structural plasticity in the juvenile brain

2.1.1. Spontaneous and experience-dependent structural
plasticity during ontogeny
Structural plasticity during ontogeny is characterised by a
considerable overshoot in axonal branches (Portera-Cailliau et
al., 2005) and synapse numbers which is subsequently reduced
to adult connectivity levels (Changeux and Danchin, 1976;
Cowan et al., 1984; Cotman and Nieto-Sampedro, 1984; Missler
et al., 1993a, 1993b; Rao and Jacobson et al., 2005). This
phenomenon was recently re-assessed for the mammalian
neuromuscular system in which the initial polyneuronal
innervation of muscle fibres is transformed during development into a situation whereby each fibre is innervated by only
one motor neuron (Lichtman and Sanes, 2003; Bishop et al.,
2004). The dynamic of this process has also been studied by
computational models (e.g., van Ooyen and Willshaw, 1999b).
Cortical over-sprouting has recently been re-assessed by Le Be
and Markram (2006), giving direct evidence for an activitydependent pruning of predominantly weaker synapses during
early development. Nelson and colleagues (Nelson et al., 1993)
have previously reported that activity-dependent synapse
elimination at the neuromuscular junction is inconsistent
with the concept of Hebbian plasticity. Theoretical studies
have shown that overshoot in synapse numbers can be the
result of activity-dependent neurite outgrowth and synapse
formation/deletion (van Ooyen and van Pelt, 1994; van Ooyen
et al., 1995). A comprehensive overview of computational
models of neural development is given in van Ooyen (2003).
Stages of a pronounced synaptic reorganization are hallmarks of critical phases during development (TeuchertNoodt, 1989). A systematic study on synaptic rewiring during
ontogeny (Teuchert-Noodt et al., 1991) using the Gallyas
staining technique (Gallyas et al., 1980) on avian brains
demonstrated a strong, synaptic rewiring sequence including
olfactory, cortical sensory and motoric areas of the brain: At
prehatching stages of the avian development, the olfactory
pathway transiently projects into paralimbic areas and
probably sets a predisposition for posthatching development
of the premature neural networks. Posthatching sensory
input promotes maturation of visual and auditory pathways.
It was proposed in this study that sensory and finally motor
afferents displace transient olfactory afferences in a competitive manner, accompanied by substantial synaptic rewiring
(Teuchert-Noodt, 1989; Teuchert-Noodt et al., 1991). These
findings may imply that multi-modal experiences are crucial
for forming senso-motor associative networks in critical
phases during development.
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Fig. 2 – Remodelling of axonal terminals. a) Time-laps imaging of axonal branches that retract (blue arrows) and grow out
again (red arrows) over a time span of a couple of days (modified from De Paola et al., 2006). b) Three-dimensional
reconstruction of the axon indicates large scale anatomical adaptations of the axon. c) Light microscopy dark field image of
a silver staining of secondary lysosomes according to Gallyas et al. (1980) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus in gerbils
(Meriones unguiculatus). DG: dentate gyrus; sGL: subgranular layer; GL: granular layer; iML: inner molecular layer; oML: outer
molecular layer. d) Greater magnification of the laminated distribution of the silver-stained lysosomes in the different
dentate layers. A dense pattern of silver-stained lysosomes was found in the iML indicating pronounced synaptic rewiring.
e) Electron-microscopy image of a silver-stained lysosome located in a degrading axon terminal in close apposition to the
synaptic cleft (modified from Teuchert-Noodt et al., 1991) Postsynaptic receptor densities are marked by arrows. f) In order
to match the distribution of silver-stained lysosomes to anatomical conditions in the DG, we provide a TIMM staining
picture staining mossy fibres (MF; black fibres) towards CA3 and to some extend recurrent fibres into the iML (dark brown
shadow in the molecular layer). Bands of highest lysosome density in the Gallyas staining picture well corresponds to the
iML in the TIMM staining picture.

Recent developmental studies of the visual system show
that structural plasticity of the ocular dominance column is
characterised by a well-balanced formation of excitatory and
inhibitory synapses (Hensch, 2005). Increasing or suppressing
inhibition by agonists or antagonists of GABAA receptors,
respectively, significantly alters not only the timing of critical
phases but also the resulting width of the ocular dominance
columns.

2.1.2. Reactive structural plasticity of developing
thalamo-cortical networks
Sensory deprivation during development causes severe
miss-wiring of the visual as well as the somato-sensory
cortex (Fox and Wong, 2005). In rodents, visual deprivation
during development causes suppression in axonal outgrowth

and branching of thalamic neurons (Antonini and Stryker,
1993, 1996; Antonini et al., 1999). Moreover, visual deprivation affects dendritic orientation and branching of cortical
neurons in the primary visual cortex. However, the extent of
morphological alterations varies in different cell types (Tieman et al., 1995; Maravall et al., 2004). Results of in vivo
studies by Sernagor and Grzywacz (1996) and Tian and
Copenhagen (2003) seem to indicate that dendritic growth,
particularly of cells receiving direct thalamic input (like
lamina IV stellate neurons), tries to maximize sensory input
to compensate for functional deprivation in the visual as
well as in the somato-sensory cortex (barrel fields). Darkreared turtles express retinal ganglion cells with extended
receptive fields (Sernagor and Grzywacz, 1996). Mice develop
more bistratified retinal ganglion cells under visual
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deprivation that respond to both an onset and an offset of
light (Tian and Copenhagen, 2003). In cats, dark rearing
causes a dendritic outgrowth of lamina IV stellate neurons
in the V1 area which is directed towards ocular dominance
columns of the open eye (Kossel et al., 1995). In rats, mature
stellate neurons in S1 located near barrel boundaries exhibit
a highly biased orientation of their dendrites away from the
boundaries and toward the centre of the barrel after juvenile
whisker trimming (Datwani et al., 2002). Although the
precise molecular signal cascade that mediates the directed
outgrowth is not deciphered yet, it is known that NMDA
receptor activation is a necessary condition to establish the
reorientation of the dendritic arbors during development
(Datwani et al., 2002).

2.1.3. Reactive structural plasticity of developing transmitter
systems
Following a single injection of methamphetamine (MA), we
saw pronounced reactive structural plasticity occurring in the
prefrontal cortex of gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) (Dawirs et
al., 1991; Dawirs et al., 1993). MA apparently acts as chemical
scissors for the developing meso-prefrontal DA fibres (Dawirs
et al., 1994, 1997) and entails measurable deficits in prefrontal
cortex related behaviour (Dawirs et al., 1996). Within the
prefrontal cortex, pyramidal cells overshoot in dendritic spine
densities that secondarily fall slightly below control levels
after about thirty days of postnatal life (Dawirs et al., 1991).
Additionally, MA-treated gerbils show considerable alterations of their dendritic arborization in young adulthood (postnatal day 90) (Blaesing et al., 2001). Beyond morphological
changes at cellular level, the loss of DA projections into the
prefrontal cortex is compensated by a rewiring of local
GABAergic circuits (Nossoll et al., 1997). We found the GABA
innervation of pyramidal cell bodies to be reduced whereas
the density GABAergic synapses is increased in distal dendrites (Brummelte et al., 2007). The loss of DA gives rise to
systemic developmental mal-adaptations: i.e. the meso-prefrontal dopamine fibre density was significantly reduced,
accompanied by an over-expression of the meso-limbic DA
projection (reviewed in Teuchert-Noodt, 2000).
Moreover, gerbils are well-suited for observing the effects
of isolated rearing on brain development (Winterfeld et al.,
1998). Under enriched environmental rearing conditions,
they develop native explorative and social behaviour but
react highly sensitive to isolated and impoverished housing
conditions after weaning. Under the latter condition, they
develop pronounced stereotypic and temporarily epileptoidlike cramping behaviour (own observations). It has been
shown that isolation may cause a form of experiencedependent structural plasticity which is comparable to
reactive structural plasticity after MA intoxication lesioning
the meso-prefrontal DA fibre tract (Winterfeld et al., 1998;
Neddens et al., 2001).
A combination of both interventions induces large alterations in amount of neurotransmitters: glutamate (Bagorda et
al., 2006; Witte et al., 2006), GABA (Brummelte et al., 2007) as
well as monoaminergic projections to prefrontal and limbic
areas (Busche et al., 2002; Neddens et al., 2002; Lehmann et al.,
2003; Neddens et al., 2003; Lehmann et al., 2004; Neddens et al.,
2004; Lesting et al., 2005; Brummelte and Teuchert-Noodt,

2006; Brummelte et al., 2006; Busche et al., 2006; Witte et al.,
2006). A severe loss in meso-prefrontal DA projections is
counterbalanced by an overexpression of meso-limbic DA
projections (Busche et al., 2004). In addition, cortico-cortical
deep lamina V glutamatergic projections show increased fibre
densities whereas superficial glutamatergic fibres are excessively pruned (Bagorda et al., 2006). Computational modelling
of prefronto-cortical networks (Butz and Teuchert-Noodt,
2006) and hippocampal networks (Butz et al., 2008) suggests
that the experimentally observed changes in transmitter
content might be explained as a structural but dysfunctional
compensation to re-balance network activities. This maladaptive transmitter maturation following MA treatment
might be considered as an animal model for a disconnection
syndrome (Dawirs and Teuchert-Noodt, 2001) similar to that
seen in human schizophrenic patients (Weinberger and
Lipska, 1995).

2.2.

Structural plasticity in the adult brain

2.2.1.

Spontaneous structural plasticity in the mature brain

In vivo imaging has revealed that under physiological conditions, the mature brain is not as hardwired as previously
thought (Majewska et al., 2006). Although the spatial organization of cortical columns do not seem to change (Kalisman
et al., 2005), there is still plenty of room for synaptic rewiring
(Stepanyants et al., 2002; Chklovskii et al., 2004). Within
cortical columns, dendritic spines and axonal varicosities are
in close apposition forming so-called potential synapses
(Stepanyants et al., 2002) of which only a small portion is
actually realised. Spines are highly motile structures (Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Okamoto et al., 2004; Holtmaat et al.,
2005) that bind to presynaptic elements, such as axonal
terminals and varicosities, to form synapses (Ziv and Smith,
1996; Fiala et al., 1998; Jontes and Smith, 2000; Okabe et al.,
2001; Petrak et al., 2005; Knott et al., 2006; Toni et al., 2007).
However, only about one third of the spines in the barrel
cortex is stable and persists for longer than a month
(Trachtenberg et al., 2002). Semi-stable spines were tractable
over a couple of days whereas instable spines appear and
disappear within a day. Another study implies that the visual
cortex is less plastic, since 90% of its spines were found to be
stable (Grutzendler et al., 2002). Immature spines are
elongated, and flexible filopodia can develop into stable
mushroom-shaped mature spines if they are bound in a
synapse (Knott et al., 2006). LTP can change spine shape
through promoting spine maturation and stabilization
(Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Fischer et al., 2000; Geinisman,
2000; Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Matsuzaki et al., 2004;
Nägerl et al., 2004). In contrast, LTD causes weakening of
synapses and spines (Nägerl et al., 2004). Weak synapses can
break apart again (Le Be and Markram, 2006; Bastrikova et al.,
2008; Becker et al., 2008).
As we already know from earlier electron microscopy
studies, not only spines but also axon terminals contribute
to structural plasticity in the mature brain under physiological
conditions (Wolff et al., 1989). Presynaptic terminals can be
autophagocytised or their organelles can be removed by
cytolysosomes. This focal synaptic degradation is reversible
as long as the outer membrane of the axon terminal is
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maintained. Recent in vivo imaging studies (De Paola et al.,
2006; Stettler et al., 2006; Nishiyama et al., 2008) showed
persistent synaptic rewiring in the mature cortex whereby
whole axonal branches were re-routed to different postsynaptic targets. Thereby, axonal branches can elongate up to
300 μm, which is about the diameter of one cortical column.
Thus, spontaneous synaptic rewiring by axonal turnover takes
place within a single column or between one column and its
direct neighbours. Our own recent studies on axonal turnover
using the Gallyas-technique (Gallyas et al., 1980) indicate that
synaptic rewiring is permanently going on in limbic areas, but
less so in the sensory cortex and in motor areas (Butz et al.,
unpublished data).
How much impact spontaneous synaptic rewiring has on
the function of neuronal networks depends on the filling
fraction of the network (Stepanyants et al., 2002), which is a
measure for the amount of potential synapses. If all pre- and
postsynaptic elements are connected, synaptic rewiring will
not be possible; but if many potential synapses are within
reach of a neuron, synaptic rewiring can considerably change
network structure, with potential consequences for the
network's computational properties (Poirazi and Mel, 2001).
Modelling studies analysing synaptic rewiring usually distinguish between wiring changes among pre- and postsynaptic
elements in direct proximity (b2 μm) and those that require
remodelling of axonal or dendritic branches (Chklovskii et al.,
2004). Both contribute to structural plasticity.

2.2.2.

Reactive structural plasticity in the mature brain

In mature primary sensory cortices, the gross morphology of
neurons and their circuitry does not change dramatically
under normal conditions (Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Grutzendler et al., 2002; Mizrahi and Katz, 2003). However, following
lesions also the mature central nervous system, even areas
that are regarded as stable such as primary sensory-motor
areas, can express profound reactive plasticity (Cotman and
Lynch, 1978; Merzenich et al., 1983, 1984; Wolff et al., 1989;
Anthes et al., 1993; Darian-Smith and Gilbert 1994, 1995;
Florence et al., 1998; Kossut and Juliano, 1999; Florence and
Kaas, 2000). Raisman (1969) lesioned two afferent fibre
systems of the septal nuclei complex. First he lesioned the
hippocampal input to the septal nuclei by cutting the fimbrial
fibres and second he cut the medial forebrain bundle
providing hypothalamic input to the septal nuclei. He was
the first to show that reactive sprouting of intact fibre tracts
can reoccupy vacant postsynaptic targets. With this study, he
paved the way for reactive plasticity research.
Reactive plasticity may even modify laminar distribution
patterns of afferent fibres. In the hippocampus, for example,
commissural and associative fibres (C/A) (Lynch et al., 1973;
Nadler and Cotman, 1978; Frotscher et al., 1995) terminate in
the inner molecular layer of the dentate gyrus. After cutting
the perforant path terminating in the outer molecular layer, C/A
fibres sprouted and made contact with targets in the outer
molecular layer, too (Lynch, 1974; Nadler and Cotman, 1978). In
the central nervous system, mechanisms inducing sprouting
‘par distance’ are still enigmatic. In the peripheral nervous
system, however, target cell-derived trophic factors play an
important role. Denervated motor endplates release neurotrophic factors which attract axonal terminals (Purves and
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Lichtman, 1985; Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996) and
thereby possibly induce synaptic reinnervation.
Even peripheral lesions are able to induce reactive plasticity in the primary senso-motor cortex. Cutting the medianus
nerve in monkeys innervating the medial half of the hand and
the first two and a half fingers is compensated by the nervus
ulnaris taking over the lost innervation (Merzenich et al.,
1983). Thus, sensory deafferentation of cortical tissue can lead
to substantial remapping of somato-sensory representations
(Pons et al., 1991). In the adult primary visual cortex, structural
plasticity was found after partial retinal lesions (Darian-Smith
and Gilbert, 1994, 1995). Recovery from a lesion may involve
unmasking of pre-existing, but latent, horizontal connections
(reviewed in Sanes and Donoghue, 2000) and modulation of
synaptic efficacy by long-term potentiation (LTP) (Hess and
Donoghue, 1994; Hess et al., 1996; but see also Smirnakis et al.,
2005) or long-term depression (LTD) (Hess and Donoghue,
1996). In addition, deafferented neurons within the lesion
projection zone (LPZ) seem to change their receptive field
properties (Giannikopoulos and Eysel, 2006) by synaptic
rewiring, since they significantly increase their number of
instable spines and additionally form novel stable spines
(Keck et al., 2008). In addition, neurons bordering the LPZ begin
with axonal sprouting after the lesion possibly due to
disinhibition (Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994; Antonini and
Stryker, 1996; Antonini et al., 1999). Remarkably, prior
experience matters for the outcome of reorganization (Hofer
et al., 2006). As in the visual cortex, partial deafferentation of
the barrel fields by selective whisper clipping weakened postsynaptic spines (Trachtenberg et al., 2002). However, whisker
clipping may not cause a complete removal of sensory input
from the clipped area, as is the case with focal retinal lesions.
Nevertheless, it is remarkable that a change in sensory input is
sufficient to induce synaptic rewiring to such an extent.
The time course of reactive structural plasticity was
extensively studied by Holzgraefe et al. (1981). By undercutting
the visual cortex in adult rats, the entire thalamic input to the
visual cortex was completely removed; associative and
commissural connections, however, were left intact by this
procedure. Acutely, an enormous amount of lysosomal
degradation predominantly appeared in intermediate layers.
Up to post-lesion day 5, lysosomal degradation processes were
prominent in layers III and VI indicating structural plasticity.
The pattern became more diffuse and density decreased
during the following two weeks. Remarkably, lysosomal
degradation re-appeared spontaneously after 30, 60 and
90 days post-lesioning now including superficial layers. Fibre
tracing by the retrograde transport of horse reddish peroxidise
revealed that a rewiring of cortical circuits had taken place in
so far as limbic archicortical projections had sprouted and reoccupied the deafferented visual cortical area. Increased
measures for lysosomal processes did not return to normal
values until 150 days post lesion.
Interestingly, this prolonged reorganization period in rats
corresponds to time courses of neurologic patients. That is,
increased responsiveness to therapy was found for the
rehabilitation of stroke patients (Liepert et al., 2001) and, as
we found in a recent unpublished clinical study, in rehabilitation of infant and adolescent patients with cerebral palsy after
complex orthopaedic multi-level surgical treatment (Butz et
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al., unpublished data). Studying the time course of rehabilitation in human patients suffering from facial palsy offers
insight into the changing cortical representation of the sensormotor innervation of affected face and neck muscles (Yildiz et
al., 2007). Peripheral lesions of rat facial nerve may serve as an
animal model of human facial palsy (Farkas et al., 2000).
Such experiments revealed that reactive structural plasticity was not restricted to the primary motor cortex of the
contra-lateral hemisphere but included the corresponding
cortex area ipsi-lateral to the lesion (Laskawi et al., 1996). The
authors argued that bilateral rewiring is caused by interhemispheric disinhibition. Unmasking of pre-existing callosal
connections was confirmed by electrophysiological methods,
which revealed that the underlying mechanism depends on
GABAA receptors (Farkas et al., 2000). Wolff and colleagues
already discussed the impact of afferent activity for structural
plasticity (Wolff and Wagner 1983; Wolff et al., 1989). Recently,
Tailby et al. (2005) demonstrated that the loss of input due to
vibrissal-deafferentation in adult rats causes reorientation of
the dendritic arbors away from their centres towards intact
neighbouring columns assumingly in order to increase their
synaptic input. Further studies on cortical reorganization in an
animal model of focal stroke (Carmichael et al., 2001) in
human stroke patients (Seitz et al., 2004), and even in healthy
subjects (that were subjected to temporary deafferentation by
cooling limbs in ice water till complete desensitising) (Ziemann et al., 1998), focus on functional plasticity in terms of
LTP-like processes. However, it needs to be explained how
lasting changes in input activity after deafferentation may
cause network reorganizations by structural plasticity.

2.3.

Role of activity in structural plasticity

Structural plasticity is in many cases influenced by electrical
activity. Depolarization and synaptic transmission may
increase the postsynaptic intra-cellular calcium concentration
by activating ligand-gated calcium channels or voltagedependent calcium channels (Lipton and Kater, 1989). Calcium
as a second messenger regulates growth cone motility and
therewith affects neurite outgrowth (Mattson and Kater, 1987;
Mattson et al., 1988; Kater et al., 1988, 1989; Korkotian and
Segal, 2007; Hutchins and Kalil, 2008) and dendritic spinogenesis (Jourdain et al., 2003). Recently, a new technique has been
introduced to monitor simultaneously calcium dynamics
within the dentritic tree and structural plasticity (Lang et al.,
2006).
It is well known that functional plasticity such as LTD and
synaptic scaling may contribute to the homeostasis of
neuronal activities at the synaptic level (Turrigiano et al.,
1998; Wierenga et al., 2005; review in Turrigiano and Nelson,
2004). Here, we review experimental data (Wolff and Wagner,
1983; Pratt et al., 2003) that supports that structural plasticity
is involved in counterbalancing changes in the overall level of
neuronal activity. (Fig. 3) what might be called a “neuron-centric
view of plasticity”. For this, we have to assume that 1) neurons
develop their synaptic elements in accordance to their level of
activity and 2) they do so independently from possible
synaptic contact partners.
1) At the dendrite, the postsynaptic side of the synapse, a
global reduction of neuronal activity increases spine density

Fig. 3 – Activity-dependent rewiring of neuronal networks.
We postulate a basic principle for network rewiring. If
network activity is raised, postsynaptic neurons reduce
excitatory postsynaptic elements to lower excitation and
offer more inhibitory postsynaptic elements to increase the
chance to receive more inhibition. At the same time, they
respond with axonal sprouting (Axons are drawn in bold.).
Sprouting axons of inhibitory interneurons serve the
demand of highly activated neurons so that an increasing
feedback inhibition brings the network in balance again. The
opposite happens if activities are too low. Then, inhibition is
reduced and the amount of excitatory postsynaptic elements
increases. As activity is needed for axonal sprouting,
compensation of low network activity needs the supply of
additional axonal offers from different areas that are highly
activated. The style of this figure was inspired by a figure
illustrating homeostatic plasticity in a former article by
Turrigiano and Nelson (2004).

(Kirov and Harris, 1999; Kirov et al., 2004 but see also PorteraCailliau et al., 2003). In rodents, whisker stimulations raise
neuronal activities that cause a transient increase in spine
numbers. Subsequently, synapses and spines are pruned and
only inhibitory synapses are maintained (Knott et al., 2002).
Together, these findings imply a structural realisation of
homeostatic plasticity. On dendritic arbor development, the
impact of activity is twofold; it promotes dendritic outgrowth
in early development but stabilizes dendritic branches at later
stages (Rajan and Cline, 1998).
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At the axon, the presynaptic side of the synapse, neuronal
activity mediated by glutamatergic synaptic transmission
promotes outgrowth (Merzenich et al., 1984; Mattson, 1988;
Lipton and Kater 1989; Wolff and Missler, 1992; Rekart et al.,
2007; Hutchins and Kalil, 2008), which can be prevented by
application of GABA (Mattson, 1988). Stabilization of immature
axonal branches is further regulated by competition among
ingrowing axons for postsynaptic targets as well as competition between growing branches of the same axon (Hua et al.,
2005; Hutchins and Kalil, 2008; see also related theoretical
studies by Van Ooyen and Willshaw, 1999a, van Ooyen and
Willshaw, 2000 and Van Ooyen et al., 2001). Whereas changes
at the postsynaptic side affect local connectivity only,
presynaptic changes may also cause synaptic rewiring in
distant brain regions. Activity-dependent structural plasticity
was already predicted from lesion studies at cervical ganglion
by Wolff and Wagner (1983) and again discussed in the context
of homeostatic plasticity (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2000;
Turrigiano, 2007).
2) We find good evidence in the experimental literature for
vacant synaptic elements as potential precursors for synaptogenesis. In fact, synapse-free axon terminals/varicosities or
vacant postsynaptic-like densities were found during normal
development and after lesions (reviewed in Wolff et al., 1989;
Arellano et al., 2007). Vacant synaptic elements, which are
either newly formed or arise from the break down of existing
synapses, can induce synaptic rewiring.
Synaptic rewiring can occur within neuronal networks
without necessarily changing total synapse numbers (see our
recent theoretical study for the role of synaptic rewiring for
the homeostasis of neuronal networks: Butz et al., 2008). An
indication for synaptic rewiring could be an increased
number of instable spines as the breaking of prior stable
synapses give rise to an increased number of vacant axonal
terminals or varicosities that might undergo synaptic rewiring. In fact, Trachtenberg showed that the amount of instable
spines significantly increased with unbalancing neuronal
activities in the barrel cortex after whisker cutting (Trachtenberg et al., 2002) which might be an indicator for a
compensatory synaptic rewiring. In general, both the formation and the break down of synapses might be described in
terms of ‘market-like mechanisms’ of supply and demand of,
respectively, pre- and postsynaptic elements. The activitydependence of synaptogenesis and neurite outgrowth causes
a reciprocal interaction between neuronal transmission/
activity, neuronal morphogenesis and the connectivity
structure of the neuronal network (Wolff and Wagner, 1983;
van Ooyen and van Pelt, 1994; van Ooyen et al., 1995; van
Ooyen, 2003).

2.4.

Structural plasticity and learning

As discussed before, structural plasticity in the mature brain
is guided by neuronal activity. A wealth of studies address
the problem of how experience may change cortical connectivity (Zuo et al., 2005; Holtmaat et al., 2006; Keck et al.,
2008; Hofer et al., 2008). These are recent examples for
experience-dependent plasticity still implying the use of
lesions or the removal of whiskers to elicit structural changes
in connectivity. However, due to methodical limitations,
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experimental data directly indicating that structural plasticity is involved in learning are rare. For instance, a link
between functional remapping and structural plasticity was
observed by Chang and Greenough (1982), Bailey and Kandel
(1993), Buonomano and Merzenich (1998), Rekart et al. (2007)
and Kleim et al. (2007). Kleim et al. (2002, 2004) reported a
specific enlargement of the cortical paw representation (at
the expense of foreleg representation, which shrinks) associated with synapse formation after seven days of motor skill
learning. Some studies suggest that synaptogenesis takes
place in the close vicinity of synapses that are strongly
enhanced by LTP (Chang et al., 1991; Toni et al., 1999; rev. in
Lamprecht and LeDoux, 2004). That is, Toni and colleagues
reported a significant increase of multiple-spine synapses as
a result of a focal induction of LTP. These multiple-spine
synapses may have come about by the duplication of existing
synapses. In line with this, an increase of synaptophysin
staining was found after motor skill learning (Derksen et al.,
2007). Thus, experience-dependent cortical remapping is not
only the result of a mere functional change in connectivity
(i.e. by synaptic plasticity such as LTP) but is also associated
with structural plasticity in terms of synapse formation and
deletion.

2.5.

Adult neurogenesis

Adult neurogenesis occurring in the hippocampal dentate
gyrus and the olfactory bulb of the mammalian brain (Altman
and Das, 1965; Gould and Gross, 2002) is a considerable source
for structural plasticity and because of its occurrence in
hippocampal circuits may be involved in learning and
memory consolidation (Kempermann et al., 2006). One may
assume that for the synaptic integration of newly formed
granule cells into pre-existing hippocampal circuits formation of new synapses is necessary. This assumption is
backed-up by experimental data on neurogenesis in general
(as reviewed in Linden, 1994) and for adult hippocampal
neurogenesis in particular (as reviewed in Lehmann et al.,
2005). Specifically, it was shown that depolarization of young
neurons in the central nervous system increases their chance
to survive (Scott, 1977; Bennett and White, 1981; Gallo et al.,
1987; Larmet et al., 1992). Rewiring of synapses impinging
onto young granule cells may arise from the fact that initially
synapses are somatic, which are then later replaced by axodendritic synapses (Stanfield and Trice, 1988; Markakis and
Gage, 1999). Young granule cells migrate from the subgranular layer into the granule cell layer (Schlessinger et al.,
1975; Rickmann et al., 1987). Thereby, they extend their
dendritic branches through the inner and outer molecular
layers (Kaplan and Bell, 1983; Cameron et al., 1993; Seki and
Arai 1995) The larger dendrites provide new positions for
axonal terminals to target on (Toni et al., 2007). The
GABAergic synapses initially have an excitatory effect on
young granule cells (Ge et al., 2006; Ge et al., 2007), which is
later converted into an inhibitory effect during their maturation. This change in the nature of GABAergic transmission
onto young granule cells in the adult dentate gyrus is
comparable to the development of GABAergic innervation
during ontogeny of the central nervous system (Esposito et
al., 2005).
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Maturing granule cells compete for synaptic input from
commissural and associative fibres and from perforant path
fibres in the inner and outer molecular layer, respectively, by
emitting neurotrophic factors that attract innervating axons
(Cameron et al., 1993; Seki and Arai, 1993). Possibly due to
adult neurogenesis, the outer molecular layer continuously
gains new synapses and expands over time whereas the inner
molecular layer has a remarkably fixed size (Duffy and Rakic,
1983; Anthes et al., 1993). Gallyas staining (Gallyas et al., 1980)
of hippocampal slices (Figs. 2c,d) revealed a dense staining of
lysosomal degradation processes exclusively within the inner
molecular layer, indicating considerable synaptic rewiring of
commissural and associative fibres (Dawirs et al., 1992; Dawirs
et al., 2000; Butz et al., 2008). According to Teuchert-Noodt
(2000), growing synapse numbers within the outer molecular
layer may be called “progressive synaptogenesis”, and the
synaptic rewiring within the inner molecular layer “regressive
synaptogenesis”.
The explanation for this increased synaptic rewiring within
the inner molecular layer might be that the still developing
granule cells meet with the high capacity for axonal sprouting
of the C/A fibres. Recently, in vivo imaging of dentate granule
cells visualized immature dendritic filopodia that extend
towards existing synapses (Toni et al., 2007). Although the
signaling cascade by which young cells induce synaptic
rewiring still remains to be unravelled, one may assume
from available data that initial filopodia, which form multiple
synapses with pre-existing axon terminals, are subsequently
pruned in a competitive manner to form a single synaptic
junction. Remodelling of the young cells' connectivity continues for at least two weeks after mitosis (Zhao et al., 2006;
Piatti et al., 2006; Laplagne et al., 2006; Ge et al., 2007; Tashiro et
al., 2007; Toni et al., 2007).
Recent data suggest a causal relationship between adult
neurogenesis and synaptic rewiring (Keller et al., 2000; Butz et
al., 2008). Apparently, adult neurogenesis is a considerable
drive for structural plasticity and network rewiring in the
hippocampus. Theoretical work suggests that synaptic rewiring in networks with permanent neurogenesis is subject to the
homeostatic requirements that young neurons and pre-existing networks have to fulfil (Butz et al., 2006, 2008).

3.

Discussion

3.1.

Summary

As we reviewed here, structural plasticity is not only an
integral part of neural development; it is also ubiquitously
present in the mature brain. As known from early lesion
studies, structural plasticity goes along with the recovery from
central and peripheral lesions. Particularly during ontogeny,
this reactive structural plasticity can cause the reorganization
of entire transmitter systems. The main driving force for
structural plasticity in these cases is a change in overall level
of neural activity that can last for up to several days. We
propose a ‘neuron-centric view’ of plasticity in which remodelling of afferent and efferent synapses occurs so as to
maintain desired levels of activity (homeostasis). Long-term
changes in neuronal activity are not only induced by lesions
but also occur as a result of experience-dependent functional
changes in connectivity. Changes in activity induced by
functional plasticity may be counterbalanced by compensatory changes at the structural level. In addition, structural
plasticity may also directly contribute to learning and
memory. Remarkably, pronounced structural plasticity associated with adult neurogenesis persists in hippocampal networks, which may signify the need of structural network
reorganization for memory formation and consolidation.

3.2.

Structural plasticity and homeostasis

The need for homeostasis may elicit phases of pronounced
structural plasticity as seen in critical periods in the developing brain. During development (Fig. 4a), overshooting synapse
numbers lead to rising network activities, followed by a
compensatory pruning of synapses (Changeux and Danchin,
1976; Cowan et al., 1984; Le Be and Markram, 2006; see also van
Ooyen et al., 1995). During adulthood (Fig. 4b), lesions and/or
long-lasting functional modifications may disturb the balance
of excitation and inhibition. (Farkas et al., 2000; Shimizu et al.,
2002). After deafferentation, disinhibition may cause reactive
axonal sprouting (Wolff and Wagner, 1983; Darian-Smith and

Fig. 4 – Different examples of rewiring cortical circuits. a) Synaptic rewiring during avian development. According to TeuchertNoodt (1989), intrinsic afferents to cortical sensory and motor areas predominantly from para-limbic areas activate immature
networks at prehatching stages (left panel) in development (bold lines). At posthatching stages (right panel), a period of
pronounced synaptic rewiring in the respective cortical areas arises which correlates with the timing of the critical period for
imprinting on behavioural level. The early interpretation by the author was – which is in line with recent findings on activitydependent structural plasticity – that posthatching thalamic inputs (bold arrows) increase activity in cortical networks. In a
compensatory manner, limbic inputs to cortical areas (thin lines) become inhibited in support of the development of sensory and
motor circuits (bold lines). b) Pronounced synaptic rewiring occurs in adult cortical networks for instance after deafferentation.
The acute effect (left panel) comprises a first synaptic degeneration and degradation (dashed lines). A late synaptic degradation
of synapses was found 30 and 60 days after the primary lesion. This late effect (right panel) was interpreted in terms of a
compensatory synaptic rewiring driven by disinhibition of principal cells bordering the lesion projection zone. These cells
respond with an activity-dependent sprouting (bold lines) and re-occupy vacant postsynaptic targets within the lesion
projection zone. c) We hypothesize that the same rules for synaptic rewiring also apply for long-term memory formation and
cortical remapping. We would expect that an acute enhancement in excitability of cortical columns by LTP (bold arrows) is
followed by axonal outgrowth after a couple of days (bold lines in right panel) leading to an enlargement of the cortical
representation. At later stages in this development, we would further expect increasing inhibitory synapses (bold interneurons)
and pruning of non-potentiated synapses (dashed lines), which might entail the shrinkage of an adjacent representation.
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Gilbert, 1994, 1995). Disinhibition of the ipsi- and contralateral
hemisphere is known to occur as a consequence of an acute
stroke (Liepert et al., 2000; Manganotti et al., 2002; Shimizu et
al., 2002; Takeuchi et al., 2007). Post-lesion disinhibition goes
along with alterations at cellular and molecular levels
(Carmichael, 2006) as well as with reactive sprouting and
synaptogenesis (Stroemer et al., 1995).

3.3.

Neuron-centric view of plasticity

In all these cases presented, functional plasticity in terms of
changes in synaptic efficacies (Heynen et al., 2003), including
synaptic scaling (Turrigiano et al., 1998), of existing synapses
may not be sufficient to rebalance neuronal activities.
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Structural plasticity may be required to form novel or to
delete existing synapses. The neuron-centric view of plasticity
poses that synapses are formed in two steps: Neurons present
their ‘offers’, i.e. vacant pre- and postsynaptic elements, to the
other neurons in the ‘neuropil’. Then, in a combinatorial
process, new synapses are formed when transmitter-/receptor
properties of vacant pre- and postsynaptic elements fit
together. Moreover, vacant postsynaptic elements seem to
be able to induce the breaking of adjacent synapses by
attracting axonal elements bound in synapses (Toni et al.,
2007; Butz et al., 2008). Thus, synapse formation may also
depend on synapse deletion when vacant synaptic elements
arise from remodelling axons (De Paola et al., 2006; Stettler et
al., 2006; Nishiyama et al., 2008) or possibly from spine
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turnover (Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Grutzendler et al., 2002;
Brown et al., 2007). This gives the possibility of rearranging
structural connectivity without changing gross numbers of
synapses. Particularly, in neuronal networks with a moderate
filling fraction (Stepanyants et al., 2002) this synaptic rewiring
offers further degrees of freedom for plasticity in general.

3.4.

Links between structural and functional plasticity

Functional plasticity is coupled to structural plasticity in the
context of learning and memory. There is ample evidence that
during memory formation strengthening of existing synapses
occurs in a Hebbian sense. This may temporarily maintain the

sensory activation pattern to be learned or may allow fine
tuning of already learned tasks (Martin et al., 2000; Lisman et
al., 2003; Melamed et al., 2004). Structural plasticity may hardwire those functional changes, as, for example, when new
synapses are formed in close apposition to existing synapses
enhanced by LTP (Toni et al., 1999) or when synapses are
deleted in association with LTD (Becker et al., 2008). We
further hypothesize that the experience-dependent increase
in excitability as seen in cortical networks in TMS studies on
motor learning, occurring as a result of functional plasticity,
subsequently drives an activity-dependent axonal outgrowth
and an enlargement of the cortical representation area (Fig.
4c). It further remains to be tested whether local induction of

Fig. 5 – Differences between functional plasticity (e.g., LTP and LTD) and structural plasticity (in particular synaptic rewiring). In
a and b, a network with only functional plasticity, and in c and d with only structural plasticity. In this example, neuron one and
two have high and correlated levels of activity, whereas neuron three has a low level of activity not correlated with neuron one
and two. Due to functional plasticity, neurons one and two increase their synapse strengths, whereas the incoming and
outgoing synaptic connections of neuron three are weakened (Axons are drawn in bold.). The two insets indicate these changes
with + (strengthening) and − (weakening), whereas zero means no change. The dots indicate that there are no recurrent
connections. Filled arrows in b) indicate strengthened synapses, and open arrows weakened synapses. Figures c) and d) show
the same neurons but now interconnected by multiple synapses. The same pattern of neuronal activity in the network now
causes the removal of postsynaptic elements of neurons one and two (open arrows in d) and the expression of vacant
postsynaptic elements at the dendrites of neuron three (filled arrows in d). The loss of postsynaptic elements of neurons one
and two causes the breaking up of synapses, and the remaining axonal branches redirect to neuron three.
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LTP is accompanied by a compensatory pruning of possibly
noisy or interfering input synapses from non-associated
cortical columns or areas, as is for instance known from
ontogeny (Le Be and Markram, 2006).

3.5.

Need for computational models

In vivo assessment of structural plasticity associated with
experience and learning still requires highly sophisticated
experimental approaches. Moreover, observations are
usually limited to single synapses or parts of single neurons
such as dendritic or axonal branches. Thus, there remains a
gap between in vivo observations at the single cell level and
anatomical studies revealing structural plasticity at the
network level. This gap might be bridged by novel computational modelling approaches for structural plasticity that
implement rules for structural modifications at the cell level
and then compute the network dynamics over time (Butz
and Teuchert-Noodt, 2006). A learning rule based on synaptic
rewiring implies a hard combinatorial problem if all possible
contact partners have to be tested (Chklovskii et al., 2004). It
can be shown theoretically that structural plasticity, in
terms of only synapse elimination, is able to maintain
homeostasis in artificial networks with Hebbian synaptic
plasticity (Helias et al., 2008). This result is in line with
previous theoretical studies on activity-dependent structural
plasticity by Dammasch (1989), van Ooyen and van Pelt
(1994), van Ooyen et al. (1995), and Van Oss and Van Ooyen
(1997). More recent studies have shown that synaptic
rewiring contributes to homeostasis of neuronal and network activity Butz and Teuchert-Noodt (2006), Butz et al.
(2006) and Butz et al. (2008).

3.6.

Additional dynamics by structural plasticity

An important issue is whether novel network dynamics can be
obtained from structural plasticity that cannot also be
achieved from functional plasticity alone. For (adult) neurogenesis and the imbedding of new neurons into existing
neuronal networks, it is of course necessary that new
synapses are being formed before they can be strengthened
or weakened by means of structural plasticity. However, even
in a network with all-to-all connectivity between neurons,
structural plasticity offers ways of rearranging connectivity
that would not possible by functional plasticity alone. The
aspect that adds a fundamental new dimension to plasticity is
synaptic rewiring. As illustrated in Fig. 5, when a synapse is
broken due to the loss of its pre- or postsynaptic element,
synaptic rewiring can take place by merging the remaining
synaptic counterpart with a vacant synaptic element from
another neuron. Thus, the formation of a synapse between
two neurons by synaptic rewiring depends on the breaking of a
synapse between another pair of neurons. Therefore, synaptic
rewiring involves at least three neurons. By contrast, functional plasticity typically involves just two neurons, since it
depends only on the levels of activity in the pre- and
postsynaptic cells of the synaptic connection. From a theoretical point of view, structural plasticity therefore allows more
complex rules for changing connectivity than functional
plasticity.

3.7.
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Synaptic rewiring is particularly relevant in the context of
adult neurogenesis (Butz et al., 2006), since young neurons
have to become imbedded into pre-existing networks by the
formation of new synapses. It is likely that the imbedding of
young neurons depends on the synaptic offer of pre-existing
neurons in a supply-and-demand fashion (Toni et al., 2008;
reviewed in Lehmann et al., 2005). In the dentate gyrus of
gerbils, we observed (Butz et al., 2008) a pronounced synaptic
rewiring accompanying the ingrowth of new cells. Synaptic
rewiring may therefore substantially contribute to the correct
synaptic integration of new cells. Although the computational
properties and advantages of synaptic rewiring and cell
proliferation are not fully understood, they might hold the
key for understanding the role of neurogenesis in hippocampal networks.
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